Abstract-Theoretical analysis of randomized, compressive operators often depends on a concentration of measure inequality for the operator in question. Typically, such inequalities quantify the likelihood that a random matrix will preserve the norm of a signal after multiplication. Concentration of measure results are well established for unstructured compressive matrices, populated with independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random entries. Many real-world acquisition systems, however, are subject to architectural constraints that make such matrices impractical. In this paper we derive concentration of measure bounds for two types of block diagonal compressive matrices, one in which the blocks along the main diagonal are random and independent, and one in which the blocks are random but equal. For both types of matrices, we show that the likelihood of norm preservation depends on certain properties of the signal being measured, but that for the best case signals, both types of block diagonal matrices can offer concentration performance on par with their unstructured, i.i.d. counterparts. We support our theoretical results with illustrative simulations as well as analytical and empirical investigations of several signal classes that are highly amenable to measurement using block diagonal matrices. We also discuss applications of these results in ensuring stable embeddings for various signal families and in establishing performance guarantees for solving various signal processing tasks (such as detection and classification) directly in the compressed domain.
I. INTRODUCTION

R
ECENT technological advances have enabled the sensing and storage of massive volumes of data from a dizzying array of sources. While access to such data has revolutionized fields such as signal processing, the limits of some computing and storage resources are being tested, and front-end signal acquisition devices are not always able to support the desire to measure in increasingly finer detail. To confront these challenges, many signal processing researchers have begun investigating compressive linear operators for high resolution signals , either as a method for simple dimensionality reduction or as a model for novel data acquisition devices [3] , [4] . Because of their universality and amenability to analysis, randomized compressive linear operators (i.e., random matrices with ) have drawn particular interest.
The theoretical analysis of random matrices often relies on the general notions that these matrices are well-behaved most of the time and that we can bound the probability with which they perform poorly. Frequently, these notions are formalized using some form of the concentration of measure phenomenon [5] , a powerful characterization of the tendency of certain functions of high-dimensional random processes to concentrate sharply around their mean. As one important example of this phenomenon, it is known that for any fixed signal , if is an matrix populated with independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random entries drawn from a suitable distribution, then with high probability will approximately preserve the norm of . More precisely, for many random distributions for , the probability that will exceed a small fraction of decays exponentially in the number of measurements .
As we discuss in Section II of this paper, such concentration results have a number of favorable implications. Among these is the Johnson-Lindenstrauss (JL) lemma [6] - [8] , which states that when applied to a finite set of points , a randomized compressive operator can provide a stable, distance preserving embedding of in the measurement space . This enables the efficient solution of a broad variety of signal processing problems by permitting these problems to be solved in the low-dimensional observation space (such as finding the nearest neighbor to a point in a database ). Such concentration results have also been used to prove that certain families of random matrices can satisfy the Restricted Isometry Property (RIP) [9] - [11] , which concerns the stable, distance preserving embedding of families of sparse signals. In the field of Compressive Sensing (CS), the RIP is commonly used as a sufficient condition to guarantee that a sparse signal can be recovered from the measurements . Despite the utility of norm preservation in dimensionality reduction, concentration analysis to date has focused almost exclusively on dense matrices that require each measurement to be a weighted linear combination of all entries of . Dense random matrices are often either impractical because of the resources required to store and work with a large unstructured matrix (e.g., one with i.i.d. entries), or unrealistic as models of acquisition devices with architectural constraints preventing such global data aggregation. For example, in a distributed sensing system, communication constraints may limit the dependence of each measurement to only a subset of the data. For a second example, applications involving streaming signals [12] , [13] often have datarates that necessitate operating on local signal blocks rather than the entire signal simultaneously.
In such scenarios, the data may be divided naturally into discrete subsections (or blocks), with each block acquired via a local measurement operator. To see the implications of this, let us model a signal as being partitioned into blocks , and for each , suppose that a local measurement operator collects the measurements . Concatenating all of the measurements into a vector , we then have
In cases such as these, we see that the overall measurement operator will have a characteristic block diagonal structure. In some scenarios, the local measurement operator may be unique for each block, and we say that the resulting has a Distinct Block Diagonal (DBD) structure. In other scenarios it may be appropriate or necessary to repeat a single operator across all blocks (such that ); we call the resulting a Repeated Block Diagonal (RBD) matrix. Starting from this block diagonal matrix structure, the main contributions of this paper are a derivation of concentration of measure bounds for DBD and RBD matrices and an extensive exploration of the implications and utility of these bounds for the signal processing community. Specifically, in Section III we derive concentration of measure bounds both for DBD matrices populated with i.i.d. sub-Gaussian 1 random variables and for RBD matrices populated with i.i.d. Gaussian random variables. In contrast to the signal agnostic concentration of measure bounds for i.i.d. dense matrices, these bounds are signal dependent; in particular, the probability of concentration depends on the "diversity" of the component signals being well-matched to the measurement matrix (we make this precise in Section III). As our analytic discussion and supporting simulations show, these measures of diversity have clear intuitive interpretations and indicate that, for signals with the most favorable characteristics, the concentration of measure probability for block diagonal matrices can scale exactly as for an i.i.d. dense random matrix.
Sections IV and V are devoted to a detailed investigation of the utility of these non-uniform concentration results for signal processing practitioners. Specifically, in Section IV, we extend our concentration results to formulate a modified version of the JL lemma appropriate for block diagonal matrices. We also explain how this lemma can be used to guarantee the performance of various compressive-domain signal inference and processing algorithms such as signal detection and estimation. Given the applicability of these results for providing performance guarantees in these tasks, a natural question is whether there are large classes of signals that have the diversity required to make block diagonal matrices perform well. In Section V we provide several examples of signal families that are particularly favorable for measurement via DBD or RBD matrices.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
In this section, we begin with a definition of sub-Gaussian random variables, describe more formally several existing concentration of measure results for random matrices, and review some standard applications of these results in the literature.
A. Sub-Gaussian Random Variables
In fields such as CS, the Gaussian distribution is often invoked for probabilistic analysis thanks to its many convenient properties. Gaussian random variables, however, are just one special case in a much broader class of sub-Gaussian distributions [14] , [15] . Where possible, we state our results in terms of sub-Gaussian random variables, which are defined below using standard notation from the literature.
Definition II.1: [15] A random variable is sub-Gaussian if such that
The quantity is known as the sub-Gaussian norm of .
We restrict our attention to zero-mean sub-Gaussian random variables in this paper. Examples of such random variables include zero-mean Gaussian random variables, Bernoulli random variables (each value with probability ), and uniform random variables on . For a given sub-Gaussian random variable , the variance is a constant multiple of with ; the exact value of depends on the specific distribution for under consideration (Gaussian, Bernoulli, etc.). We also note that in some cases, we will consider independent realizations of a sub-Gaussian random variable that are normalized to have different variances. However, it is useful to note that for any scalar .
B. Concentration Inequalities
Concentration analysis to date has focused almost exclusively on dense random matrices populated with i.i.d. entries drawn from some distribution. Commonly, when has size and the entries are drawn from a suitably normalized distribution, then for any fixed signal the goal is to prove for any that (2) where is some constant (depending on ) that is typically on the order of . When discussing bounds such as (2) where the probability of failure scales as , we refer to as the concentration exponent.
The past several years have witnessed the derivation of concentration results for a variety of (ultimately related) random distributions for . A uniform concentration result of the form (2) was originally derived for dense Gaussian matrices populated with entries having mean zero and variance [16] ; one straightforward derivation of this uses standard tail bounds for chi-squared random variables [7] . Using slightly more complicated arguments, similar concentration results were then derived for Bernoulli matrices populated with random entries (each with probability ) and for a "database-friendly" variant populated with random entries (with probabilities ) [7] . Each of these distributions, however, is itself sub-Gaussian, and more recently it has been shown that uniform concentration results of the form (2) in fact holds for all sub-Gaussian distributions having variance [11] , [17] . 2 Moreover, it has been shown that a sub-Gaussian distribution is actually necessary for deriving a uniform concentration result of the form (2) for a dense random matrix populated with i.i.d. entries [17] .
Concentration inequalities have also been derived in the literature for certain structured (non-i.i.d.) dense random matrices. Examples include matrices populated with random orthogonal rows [18] or matrices constructed by combining a structured matrix with certain random operations [19] . A concentration bound also holds for the randomized RIP matrices [20] , [21] that we discuss in the final paragraph of Section II.C below.
C. Applications of Concentration Inequalities
While nominally a concentration result of the form (2) appears to guarantee only that the norm of a particular signal is preserved in the measurements , in fact such a result can be used to guarantee that the information required to discriminate from other signals may actually be preserved in . Indeed, one of the prototypical applications of a concentration result of the form (2) is to prove that with high probability, will preserve distances between various signals of interest.
Definition II.2: Consider two sets . We say that a mapping provides a stable embedding of with conditioning if (3) holds for all and . To relate this concept to norm preservation, note that for a fixed , a randomized operator that satisfies (2) will, with high probability, provide a stable embedding of with conditioning . As we discuss in Section IV, this fact is useful for studying the performance of a compressive-domain signal detector [22] .
However, much richer embeddings may also be considered. For example, suppose that a signal family of interest consists of a finite number of points. If a randomized operator satisfies (2) for each vector of the form for , then it follows from a simple union bound that with probability at least will provide a stable embedding of with conditioning . From this fact one obtains the familiar JL lemma [6] - [8] , which states that this stable embedding will occur with high probability if . Thus, the information required to discriminate between signals in is preserved in the compressive measurements. This fact is useful for studying the performance of a compressive-domain nearestneighbor search [16] , a compressive-domain signal classifier [22] , and various other signal inference strategies that we discuss in Section IV.
In certain cases (particularly when dealing with randomized operators that satisfy (2) uniformly over all signals ), it is possible to significantly extend embedding results far beyond the JL lemma. For example, for a set consisting of all signals with sparsity in some basis for , one can couple the above union bound approach with some elementary covering arguments [10] , [11] to show that if , then will provide a stable embedding of with high probability. This guarantee is known as the RIP in CS, and from the RIP, one can derive deterministic bounds on the performance of CS recovery algorithms such as minimization [23] . Concentration of measure type results have also been used to prove the RIP for random matrices with subexponential columns [24] , and a concentration result of the form (2) has also been used to probabilistically analyze the performance of minimization [17] . Finally, we note that one can also generalize sparsity-based embedding arguments to the case where is a low-dimensional submanifold of [25] . In a different direction of interest regarding stable embeddings of finite collections of points, we note that several authors have also recently shown that the direction of implication between the JL lemma and the RIP can be reversed. Specifically, it has been shown [20] , [21] that randomizing the column signs of a matrix that satisfies the RIP results in a matrix that also satisfies the JL lemma. One of the implications of this is that a computationally efficient stable embedding can be achieved by randomizing the column signs of a partial Fourier matrix [26] - [28] .
III. NONUNIFORM CONCENTRATION OF MEASURE INEQUALITIES
In this section we state our concentration of measure results for Distinct Block Diagonal (DBD) and Repeated Block Diagonal (RBD) matrices. For each type of matrix we provide a detailed examination of the derived concentration rates and use simulations to demonstrate that our results do indeed capture the salient signal characteristics that affect the concentration probability. We also discuss connections between the concentration probabilities for the two matrix types.
A. Distinct Block Diagonal (DBD) Matrices
1) Analytical Results:
Before stating our first result, we define the requisite notation. For a given signal partitioned into blocks of length as in (1), we define a vector describing the energy distribution across the blocks of :
.
Also, letting denote the number of measurements to be taken of each block, we define a diagonal matrix containing these numbers along the diagonal:
. Finally, for a given signal and measurement allocation , we define the quantities and (4) Using this notation, our first result concerning the concentration of DBD matrices is captured in the following theorem. 3 the concentration rate depends explicitly on the signal being measured.
To elaborate on this point, since we are frequently concerned in practice with applications where is small, let us focus on the first case of (5) 3 The uniformity of such concentration results comes not from the fact that these matrices are dense but rather that that are populated with i.i.d. random variables; certain structured dense random matrices (such as partial Fourier matrices) could have signal-dependent concentration inequalities.
set of indices where is minimum). In this case the DBD matrix exhibits significantly worse performance than a dense i.i.d. matrix of the same size ( , for which the concentration exponent would scale with . This makes intuitive sense, as this extreme case would correspond to only one block of the DBD matrix sensing all of the signal energy. On the other hand, the best case, , is achieved when the number of measurements collected for each block is proportional to the signal energy in that block. In other words, letting represent the diagonal of , when (i.e., when for some constant ) the concentration exponent scales with just as it would for a dense i.i.d. matrix of the same size. This is in spite of the fact that the DBD matrix has many fewer nonzero elements.
The probability of concentration behaves similarly in the second case of (5), where the concentration exponent scales with . One can bound the range of possible values by . The lower bound is again achieved when except for a single index , and the upper bound again is achieved when . The above discussion makes clear that the concentration performance of a DBD matrix can vary widely depending on the signal being measured. In particular, DBD matrices can perform as well as dense i.i.d. matrices if their measurement allocation is well matched to the energy distribution of the signal. Such a favorable event can occur either (i) by design, if a system designer has some operational knowledge of the energy distributions to expect, or (ii) by good fortune, if favorable signals happen to arrive that are well matched to a fixed system design. We note that even in the former situation when the general energy distribution across blocks is known, this does not imply that the designer has a priori knowledge of the signal being sensed. Furthermore, even when significant information about the signal (or a finite class of signals) is known, there may still be much to learn by actually measuring the signal. For example, Section IV outlines several interesting signal inference problems that benefit from a norm-preservation guarantee for a known signal (or finite signal family). Also, in the second of these situations, it may not be unreasonable to expect that a fixed measurement allocation will be well matched to an unknown signal most of the time. For example, in Section V we describe several realistic signal classes that are favorably matched to fixed systems that have equal measurement allocations . Two final comments are in order. First, while Theorem III.1 was derived by considering all signal blocks to be of equal length , one can see by a close examination of the proof that the same theorem in fact holds for signals partitioned into blocks of unequal lengths. Second, it is instructive to characterize the range of for which the two cases of Theorem III.1 are relevant; we do so in the following lemma, which can be proved using standard manipulations of the , and norms. Lemma III.1: If , the point of demarcation between the two cases of Theorem III.1 obeys Examining the bound above, we note that for it holds that . Thus, as an example, when , the first ("small ") case of Theorem III.1 is guaranteed to at least permit . We note further that when the measurement matrix is well-matched to the signal characteristics, the first case of Theorem III.1 permits as large as , which is independent of .
2) Supporting Experiments: While the quantity plays a critical role in our analytical tail bound (5), it is reasonable to ask whether this quantity actually plays a central role in the empirical concentration performance of DBD matrices. We explore this question with a series of simulations. To begin, we randomly construct a signal of length 1024 partitioned into blocks of length . The energy distribution of the signal is plotted in Fig. 1 (a) (and the signal itself is plotted in the top right corner). For this simulation, to ensure with integer values for the , we begin by constructing (populated with integers) and then normalize each block of a randomly generated signal to set accordingly.
Fixing this signal , we generate a series of 10 000 random 64 1024 matrices using zero-mean Gaussian random variables for the entries. In one case, the matrices are fully dense and the entries of each matrix have variance 1/64. In another case, the matrices are DBD with and the entries Finally, we consider a third scenario in which we construct 10000 random 64 1024 DBD matrices as above but with an equal number of measurements in each block. In other words, we set all , and obtain measurement matrices that are no longer matched to the signal energy distribution. We quantify this mismatch by noting that . Again, Fig. 2(a) shows the concentration success probability over these 10 000 random matrices. It is evident that these mismatched DBD matrices provide decidedly less sharp concentration of .
B. Repeated Block Diagonal (RBD) Matrices 1) Analytical Results:
We now turn our attention to the concentration performance of the more restricted RBD matrices. Before stating our result, let us again define the requisite notation. Given a signal partitioned into blocks of length , we define the matrix of concatenated signal blocks (6) and we denote the nonnegative eigenvalues of the symmetric matrix as . We let be the vector composed of these eigenvalues. We let denote the number of measurements to be taken in each block. Finally, for a given signal and per-block measurement rate , we define the quantities and
Equipped with this notation, our main result concerning the concentration of RBD matrices is as follows. Again, since we are frequently concerned in practice with applications where is small, let us focus on the first case of (8) , when the concentration exponent scales with . It follows from the standard relation between and norms that . One extreme, , is achieved when has only one nonzero eigenvalue, implying that the blocks are the same modulo a scaling factor. In this case, the RBD matrix exhibits significantly worse performance than a dense i.i.d. matrix of the same size , for which the concentration exponent would scale with rather than . However, this diminished performance is to be expected since the same is used to measure each identical signal block.
The other extreme, is favorable as long as , in which case the concentration exponent scales with just as it would for a dense i.i.d. matrix of the same size. For this case to occur, must have nonzero eigenvalues and they must all be equal. By noting that the nonzero eigenvalues of are the same as those of the Grammanian matrix , we conclude that this most favorable case can occur only when the signal blocks are mutually orthogonal and have the same energy. Alternatively, if the signal blocks span a -dimensional subspace of we will have . All of this can also be seen by observing that calculating the eigenvalues of is equivalent to running Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [29] on the matrix comprised of the signal blocks. Said another way, an RBD matrix performs as well as a dense i.i.d. matrix of the same size when the signal has uniform energy distribution across its blocks (as in the DBD case) and has sufficient variation in the directions exhibited by the blocks.
We note that there is a close connection between the diversity measures and that is not apparent at first glance. For a fair comparison, we assume in this discussion that . Now, note that and also that . Using these two relationships, we can rewrite as (9) From this relationship we see that and differ only by the additional inner-product term in the denominator of , and we also see that if and only if the signal blocks are mutually orthogonal. This more stringent condition for RBD matrices-requiring more intrinsic signal diversity-is expected given the more restricted structure of the RBD matrices.
2) Supporting Experiments: While the quantity plays a critical role in our analytical upper bound (8) on the concentration tail probabilities, it is reasonable to ask whether this quantity actually plays a central role in the empirical concentration performance of RBD matrices. We explore this question with a series of simulations. To begin, we randomly construct a signal of length 1024 partitioned into blocks of length , and we perform Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization to ensure that the blocks are mutually orthogonal and have equal energy. The nonzero eigenvalues of are shown in the plot of in Fig. 1(b) (and the signal itself, denoted "Sig. 1", is plotted in the top left corner).
As we have discussed above, for signals such as Sig. 1 we should have , and Theorem III.2 suggests that an RBD matrix can achieve the same concentration rate as a dense i.i.d. matrix of the same size. Fixing this signal, we generate a series of 10 000 random 64 1024 matrices populated with zero-mean Gaussian random variables. In one case, the matrices are dense and each entry has variance 1/64. In another case, the matrices are RBD, with a single 4 64 block repeated along the main diagonal, comprised of i.i.d. Gaussian entries with variance . For each type of matrix, Fig. 2(b) shows the percentage of trials for which as a function of . As anticipated, we can see that the curves for the dense and RBD matrices are indistinguishable.
In contrast, we also construct a second signal (denoted "Sig. 2") that has equal energy between the blocks but has non-orthogonal components (resulting in non-uniform ); see Fig. 1(c) . This signal was constructed to ensure that the sorted entries of exhibit an exponential decay. Due to the non-orthogonality of the signal blocks, we see for this signal that which is approximately 3 times less than the best possible value of . Consequently, Theorem III.2 provides a much weaker concentration exponent when this signal is measured using an RBD matrix than when it is measured using a dense i.i.d. matrix. As shown in Fig. 2(b) , we see that the concentration performance of the full dense matrix is agnostic to this new signal structure, while the concentration is clearly not as sharp for the RBD matrix.
IV. APPLICATIONS
As discussed briefly in Section II.C, a concentration of measure inequality-despite nominally pertaining to the norm preservation of a single signal-can lead to a number of guarantees for problems involving multi-signal embeddings and signal discrimination. In this section, we extend our concentration bounds to formulate a modified version of the JL lemma appropriate for block diagonal matrices. We also survey a collection of compressive-domain inference problems (such as detection and classification) in which such a result can be leveraged. For simplicity we will focus on DBD matrices in this section, but parallel results can be derived in each case for RBD matrices. Given the nonuniform nature of our concentration bounds, the performance of algorithms for solving these problems will depend on the signals under consideration, and so, in Section V we provide several examples of signal classes that are particularly favorable for measurement via DBD or RBD matrices.
A. Stable Embeddings and the Johnson-Lindenstrauss Lemma
For a given signal and measurement allocation , let us define and . Note that both quantities are upper bounded by 1, with equality achieved for signals best matched to as discussed in Section III-A. Using this notation, Theorem III.1 allows us to immediately formulate a version of the JL lemma appropriate for DBD matrices.
Theorem IV.1: Let be two finite subsets of , let be a randomly generated DBD matrix as described in Theorem III.1 with measurement allocation , and let be fixed. If [see (10) at the bottom of the page], then with probability exceeding will provide a stable embedding of with conditioning . Alternatively, under the same conditions, with probability exceeding the matrix will provide a stable embedding of with conditioning (11) Proof: Taking the union bound over all and and using (5), we then know that the desired (near) isometry holds over all difference vectors except with probability bounded by (12) Ensuring that (10) holds guarantees that the above failure probability is less than . The bound in (11) follows from (10) The attentive reader may notice that the failure probability in (12) is in fact loose, since we have bounded the sum of the individual failure probabilities by times the worse case failure probability. Due to the exponential form of these probabilities, however, it seems that the worse case probability-even if it is rare-will typically dominate this sum. Therefore, in most applications we do not expect that it is possible to significantly improve over the bounds provided in (12) and thus (10) . Unfortunately, it appears that this fact would forbid the derivation of a sharp RIP bound for block diagonal matrices via the elementary covering arguments mentioned briefly in Section II-C. 4 However, such an RIP result, which would guarantee the stable embedding of an infinite family of signals that are sparse in a particular basis, is not necessary for problems that require embeddings of only finite signal families or appropriate for problems where the signals may not all be sparse in the same basis (e.g., using the RIP to derive embedding guarantees such as Theorem IV.1 could require many more measurements than using a concentration bound).
Indeed, ensuring a stable embedding of even a finite signal class is very useful for guaranteeing the performance of many types of compressive-domain signal inference and processing algorithms. In the following subsections, we explore two canonical tasks (detection and classification) in detail to show how signal characteristics affect one's ability to solve these problems using measurements acquired via a block diagonal matrix. Performing tasks such as these directly in the measurement space not only reduces the data acquisition burden but can also reduce the computational burden far below what is required to solve these problems in the high dimensional ambient signal space.
Before concluding this subsection, we briefly note that there are several other tasks (aside from detection and classification) that can be performed in the measurement space when a block diagonal matrix provides a stable embedding of a finite signal family. For one example, when a block diagonal matrix provides a stable embedding of for some signal database and query signal , it is possible to solve the approximate nearest neighbor problem [16] (finding the closest point in to ) in the compressed domain without much loss of precision. Another potential application in compressive signal processing involves a simple compressive-domain linear estimator [22] . When provides a stable embedding of for some sets and , then for any and , we can estimate the value of from the measurements . Signal families and whose sum and difference vectors have favorable values will have favorable and predictable estimation performance. Finally, a similar result also discussed in [22] shows that filtering vectors in order to separate signal and interference subspaces is possible when the difference vectors between these subspaces are stably embedded by .
B. Signal Detection in the Compressed Domain
While the canonical CS results center mostly around reconstructing signals from compressive measurements, there is a growing interest in forgoing this recovery process and answering certain signal processing questions directly in the compressed domain. One such problem that can be solved is binary detection, where one must decide whether or not a known template signal was present when the noisy compressive measurements were collected [22] , [31] - [33] . In particular, let denote a known signal, and suppose that from the measurement vector , we wish to decide between two hypotheses:
where is a known compressive measurement matrix, and is a vector of i.i.d. zero-mean Gaussian noise with variance . If one were designing a measurement matrix specifically for the purpose of detecting this signal, then the optimal choice of would be the matched filter, i.e., . However, implementing a measurement system that is designed specifically for a particular restricts its capabilities to detecting that signal only, which could require a hardware modification every time changes. A more generic approach would be to design randomly (perhaps with a block diagonal structure out of necessity or due to efficiency considerations) and then use the acquired measurements to test for one or more candidate signals .
Given the measurements , a Neyman-Pearson (NP) optimal detector [22] maximizes the probability of detection, , subject to a given limitation on the probability of a false alarm . The optimal decision for this problem is made based on whether or not the sufficient statistic surpasses a threshold , i.e., , where is chosen to meet the constraint for a specified . As can be seen from the analysis in [22] , the performance of such a detector depends on . In effect, if "loses" signal energy for some signals the detector performance will suffer, and if "amplifies" signal energy for some signals the detector performance will improve. A stable embedding of any signal the detector may encounter, however, guarantees consistent performance of the detector.
Theorem IV.2: Suppose is a finite set of signals and let be a randomly generated DBD matrix as described in Theorem III.1 with a number of measurements denoted by the matrix . Fix and pick such that . Then with probability exceeding , any signal can be detected with probability of detection bounded by where and where is as defined in (11) .
The proof of this theorem follows by combining the fact that (see [22] ) with (11) and the monotonicity of the function . While achieving the best possible for a given is of course desirable for a detector, another very important consideration for a system designer is the reliability and consistency of that system. Large fluctuations in performance make it difficult to ascribe meaning to a particular detection result and to take action with a certain level of confidence. The theorem above tells us that the consistency of the detector performance is tied to how reliably preserves the norm of signals in . Examining this relationship, it is clear that more favorable values of for a signal class result in tighter bounds on and therefore in stronger consistency guarantees for the detector.
To illustrate this fact with an example, we create a single DBD measurement matrix having an equal number of measurements per block. We take , and , and we draw the nonzero entries of as i. . We choose the maximum probability of failure to be and use the equation to calculate the expected for each signal. Fig. 3(a) shows the histogram of for the signals in and when measured with a DBD matrix. We see that for the uniform energy signals in , the detector performance is indeed tightly clustered around ; one can see that this is the point of concentration predicted by Theorem IV.2 since . Thus for this class of signals, the detector performance is consistent and we can be assured of a favorable when using the detector for all signals in . However, when using the DBD matrix on the signal class , the values are widely spread out compared to those for , despite the fact that the average is nearly the same. Although some individual signals may have above average performance because the measurement matrix happened to amplify their energies, other signals may have very poor performance because the measurement matrix significantly attenuated their energies. Thus this experiment shows how the signal statistics affect the performance reliability in compressive detection tasks when the measurements matrices have block diagonal structure.
C. Classification in the Compressed Domain
Rather than determining the presence or absence of a fixed candidate signal, some scenarios may require the classification of a signal among multiple hypotheses [22] , [32] . In particular, let denote known signals, and suppose that from the measurement vector , we wish to decide between hypotheses where is a known compressive measurement matrix, and is a vector of i.i.d. zero-mean Gaussian noise with variance . It is straightforward to show that when each hypothesis is equally likely, the classifier with minimum probability of error selects the hypothesis that minimizes the sufficient statistic . As can be imagined, the performance of such a classifier depends on how well preserves pairwise distances among the signals . If a situation were to occur where was small for some , then could easily be mistaken for in the measurements . Therefore, having a stable embedding can again be particularly useful for guaranteeing consistent and predictable performance.
Theorem IV.3: Let denote a fixed set of signals with and fix . Suppose is a randomly generated DBD matrix as described in Theorem III.1 with a number of measurements denoted by the matrix . Assume we receive the measurements for some and . Then, with probability at least we have and thus the signal can be correctly classified. Here denotes the minimum separation among the signals in and is as defined in (11) .
The proof of this theorem again follows by combining bounds from [22] with (11) . From this theorem it follows that, if is a block diagonal matrix, signal families whose difference vectors have favorable values will have consistent and predictable classification performance.
The following simulation demonstrates the potential for predictable classification of signals acquired using compressive block diagonal matrices. We again consider DBD matrices having an equal number of measurements per block, and we consider signals having blocks of length . We first create a favorable class of unit-norm signals with elements such that each signal has just 4 nonzero DFT coefficients at randomly chosen frequencies. To ensure that the signals are real, we restrict the coefficients on conjugate pairs of frequencies to have complex conjugate values. We also ensure that no frequencies are repeated amongst the signals in . As we show in Section V-B, frequency sparse signals with randomly selected frequency support will have large values with high probability; therefore the difference of any two signals from will also have a large value with high probability. We also create a second class of unit-norm signals with elements such that each signal for has nonzero (and randomly selected) values only on its th block and is zero everywhere else. Difference signals from this class will have small values since their energies across the blocks are not uniform.
For each ranging from 1 to 20, we create 1000 instances of a random DBD matrix of size . For each and for each signal class and , we identify the indices that minimize . The signals corresponding to and will be among the most difficult to classify since they each have a close neighbor (either or , respectively) after projection by . Then for each of these signals , we create 1000 noisy measurement vectors with and with chosen such that dB. Finally, we let be the output of the classifier and calculate the probability of misclassification, , for each as the proportion of occurrences of or , respectively, over the combined 1000 instances of noise and 1000 instances of . Fig. 3(b) plots for both classes of signals. As expected, the curve for is lower than that for since the signals in are expected to have a stable embedding with a tighter conditioning. Both curves also show a decreasing trend for increasing (although it is much more obvious for signal class ) as should be expected. Last, we see that saturates at a certain level with increasing . This is also predicted by Theorem IV.3, where the smallest upper bound that can be provided for is given by . With the parameters used in this experiment, it can be calculated that the smallest theoretical upper bound for is approximately 0.144. This shows that Theorem IV.3 may be slightly pessimistic.
V. FAVORABLE SIGNAL CLASSES
The various compressive signal processing guarantees presented in Section IV are built upon the premise that a DBD matrix provides a stable embedding of the signals of interest; as we have noted, these arguments can be extended to RBD matrices as well. Our analysis has also indicated that such stable embeddings are most easily realized with matrices that are well matched to the energy distribution (and sometimes orthogonality) of the signal blocks. In many applications, however-perhaps for the sake of generality, or because little advance knowledge of the signals is available-it may be most natural to use a fixed and equal allocation of measurements.
Fortunately, there are a number of interesting signal families (and, in some cases, the corresponding difference signals) that provide favorable values for "uniform" DBD matrices where all are equal (for all , we suppose for some ) and in some cases also provide favorable values for RBD matrices. In this section we survey several such examples.
A. Delay Networks and Multiview Imaging
One favorable signal class for uniform DBD and RBD matrices can occasionally arise in certain sensor network or multiview imaging scenarios where signals with steeply decaying autocorrelation functions are measured under small perturbations. Consider for example a distributed sensor network of sensors where we would like to detect the presence of a known signal given the observations from each sensor. Due to limited resources, each sensor uses random measurement matrices to efficiently capture the underlying information with only a few random projections. Suppose that the received signals represent observations of some common known underlying prototype signal . However, due to the configurations of the sensors, these observations occur with different delays or translations. More formally, we might consider the one-dimensional delay parameters and have that for each . Then, denoting the measurements at sensor as it is straightforward to see that the overall system of equations can be represented with a DBD matrix, or when with an RBD matrix.
Assuming is suitably zero-padded so that border and truncation artifacts can be neglected, we will have for all ; this gives , which is the ideal case for observation with a uniform DBD matrix. This suggests that the outputs from distributed network systems can be highly amenable to the sort of compressive-domain signal inference and processing tasks described Section IV.
Moreover, the correlations among the components can be characterized in terms of the autocorrelation function of : we will have , which neglecting border and truncation artifacts will simply equal . Therefore, signals that exhibit strong decay in their autocorrelation function will be natural candidates for observation with RBD matrices as well. For example, (9) gives When is small for most and , the quantity is near its optimal value of .
B. Frequency Sparse Signals
Signals having sparse frequency spectra arise in many different applications involving communications intelligence systems and RF sensor networks. Based on time-frequency uncertainty principles and the well-known incoherence of sinusoids and the canonical basis (i.e., "spikes and sines") [34] , [35] , it is natural to expect that most signals that are sparse in the frequency domain should have their energy distributed relatively uniformly across blocks in the time domain. In the following theorem, we make formal the notion that frequency sparse signals are indeed likely to be favorable for measurement via uniform DBD matrices, producing values of within a log factor of its maximum possible.
Theorem V.1: Let be fixed, suppose , and let be a DBD measurement allocation with fixed. Let be of size generated uniformly at random. Then with probability at least , 5 every signal whose DFT coefficients are supported on will have: 6 ( 
13)
Proof: See Appendix C. Note that as grows, the lower bound on scales as , which (treating the fixed value as a constant) is within of its maximum possible value of . Thus the concentration exponent for most frequency sparse signals when measured by a uniform DBD matrix will scale with for small . Also note that the failure probability in the above theorem can be bounded by since both and are less than . To explore the analysis above we use two illustrative simulations. For the first experiment, we generate 5000 signals with length , using three different sparsity levels . The DFT coefficient locations are selected uniformly at random, and the corresponding nonzero coefficient values are drawn from the i.i.d. standard Gaussian distribution. Fig. 4(a) plots the ratio , showing that this quantity is indeed near the upper bound of , indicating a favorable energy distribution. This gives support to the fact that the theoretical value of predicted in Theorem V.1 does not depend strongly on the exact value of . For the second experiment, we fix the sparsity at and vary the signal block length (and thus the total signal length changes as well). For each we generate 5000 random signals in the same manner as before and plot in Fig. 4(b) the distribution of . It is clear that this value concentrates near its upper bound of 1, showing the relative accuracy of the prediction that scales linearly with increasing . While some of the quantities in Theorem V.1 appear pessimistic (e.g., the scaling with ), these simulations confirm the intuition derived from the theorem that frequency sparse signals should indeed have favorable energy distributions and therefore favorable concentration properties when measured with DBD matrices. Because differences between frequency sparse signals are themselves sparse in the frequency domain, it follows immediately that not only do frequency sparse signals have favorable values for uniform DBD matrices, but also that most differences between frequency sparse signals have favorable values. Thus, when measured by a uniform DBD matrix, many families of frequency sparse signals are likely to perform favorably and predictably in the compressive signal processing scenarios outlined in Section IV.
Importantly, Theorem V.1 can also allow us to guarantee the stable embedding of certain infinite collections of frequency sparse signals. In particular, for any sparse support on which (13) holds uniformly, one can apply standard covering arguments (as discussed briefly in Section II-C) to guarantee that with a moderate total number of measurements , a uniform DBD matrix will simultaneously approximately preserve the norm of all frequency signals supported on . This fact allows one to consider compressive-domain interference cancellation (as discussed in Section IV.A and in [22] ) from a set of frequency sparse signals, where the set of possible interferers live in a known subspace of frequency sparse signals. 
C. Difference Signals
In applications such as classification, we require a stable embedding of difference vectors between signals in a certain signal class. It is interesting to determine what signal families in addition to frequency sparse signals will give rise to difference signals that have favorable values of (for uniform DBD matrices) or (for RBD matrices). We provide a partial answer to this question by briefly exemplifying a signal family that is favorable for measurement via uniform DBD matrices. Consider a set of signals that, when partitioned into blocks of length , satisfy both of the following properties: (i) each has uniform energy across the blocks, i.e.,
, and (ii) each has highly correlated blocks, i.e., for some for all
. The first of these conditions ensures that if , then each will have and thus be highly amenable to measurement by a uniform DBD matrix. The second condition, when taken in conjunction with the first, ensures that all difference vectors of the form where will also be highly amenable to measurement by a uniform DBD matrix. In particular, for any , one can show that meaning that the energy differences in each block of the difference signals can themselves have small differences. One implication of this bound is that as . Signal families of the form specified above-with uniform energy blocks and high interblock correlations-may generally arise as the result of observing some phenomenon that varies slowly as a function of time or of sensor position. As an empirical demonstration, let us consider a small database of eight real-world video signals frequently used as benchmarks in the video compression community, where we will treat each video frame as a signal block. 7 We truncate each video to have frames, each of size pixels, and we normalize each video (not each frame) to have unit energy. Because the test videos are real-world signals, they do not have perfectly uniform energy distribution across the frames, but we do observe that most frame energies are concentrated around . For each video, we present in Table I the minimum and maximum inner products over all , and we also list the quantity for each video. As we can see, the minimum inner product for each video is indeed quite close to 0.00667, suggesting from the arguments above that the pairwise differences between various videos are likely to have highly uniform energy distributions. To verify this, we compute the quantity for all possible pairwise difference signals. As we are limited in space, we present in Fig. 5 plots of the energies , and as a function of the frame index for the pairs of videos that give the best (highest) and the worst (smallest) values of . We see that even the smallest value is quite close to the best possible value of . All of this suggests that the information required to discriminate or classify various signals within a family such as a video database may be well preserved in a small number of random measurements collected by a uniform DBD matrix. Proof: See Appendix D. We see from Lemma V.1 that when random vectors are partitioned into a sufficiently small number of blocks, these signals will have their norms preserved giving rise to and values close to their optimal value of . To give some illustrative numbers, numerical simulations showed that over 10 000 random draws of Gaussian i.i.d. signals with and the average value of was 15.5 and the average value of was 12.6, which are both large fractions of the maximum possible value of 16. We also note that by using the same argument we can show that the differences of random signals will exhibit large and values. One possible use of this lemma could be in studying the robustness of block diagonal measurement systems to noise in the signal. The lemma above tells us that when restrictions are met on the number of blocks, random noise will tend to yield blocks that are nearly orthogonal and have highly uniform energies, thereby guaranteeing that they will not have their energy amplified by the matrix.
D. Random Signals
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have derived concentration of measure inequalities for compressive DBD and RBD matrices. Our experimental results confirm what our theoretical bounds suggest: that the actual probability of concentration depends on the degree of alignment between the allocation of the measurements and the energy distribution (and sometimes orthogonality) of the signal blocks. However, in situations where one can optimize the measurement allocation in anticipation of certain signal characteristics or where a fixed system may be measuring certain favorable classes of signals, we have shown that the highly structured DBD and RBD matrices can provide concentration performance that is on par with the dense i.i.d. matrices often used in CS. We have highlighted a number of compressive signal processing applications that benefit from having a stable embedding of a finite signal family, and we have presented a modified JL lemma for block diagonal matrices that reflects the number of measurements required to ensure such a stable embedding. Finally, we have surveyed a number of signal classes whose blockwise energy distribution and/or orthogonality makes them well-suited to measurement via uniform DBD matrices or via RBD matrices. Despite not leading to state-of-the-art RIP bounds, we conclude that our nonuniform concentration results can provide a valuable tool for understanding and possibly mitigating the potential pitfalls of working with highly constrained block diagonal matrices.
There are many natural questions that arise from these results and are suitable topics for future research. For example, it would be natural to consider whether the concentration results for Gaussian RBD matrices could be extended to more general sub-Gaussian RBD matrices (to match the distribution used in our DBD analysis), or whether strong RIP results can be established for RBD matrices. Also, as more applications are identified in the future, it will be important to examine the diversity characteristics of a broader variety of signal classes to determine their favorability for measurement via block diagonal matrices. Additionally, it would be interesting to examine whether the concentration of measure result for RBD matrices could prove useful in the analysis in the multiple measurement vector (MMV) problem [36] , [37] that arises, for example, in array signal processing.
As a final note, we briefly mention that our concentration bounds for block diagonal matrices can actually be useful for studying certain other types of structured matrices that arise in linear systems applications. In particular, these results can be applied to derive concentration bounds and RIP results for compressive Toeplitz matrices that arise in problems such as channel sensing and for compressive observability matrices that arise in the analysis of linear dynamical systems. Although space limitations prevent us from detailing these results here, we refer the interested reader to [38] and [39] for more information.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF THEOREM III.1
Proof: Let . For each matrix , we let denote the th entry of the th row of . Further, we let denote the th component of measurement vector , and we let denote the th entry of signal block . We begin by characterizing the point of concentration. One can write , and so it follows that . Since the are zero-mean and independent, all cross product terms are equal to zero, and therefore we can write . Combining all of the measurements, we then have . Now, we are interested in the probability that . Since , this is equivalent to the condition that . For a given and , all are i.i.d. sub-Gaussian random variables with sub-Gaussian norms equal to
. From above, we know that can be expressed as a linear combination of these random variables, with weights given by the entries of . As with Gaussian random variables, linear combinations of i.i.d. sub-Gaussian random variables are also sub-Gaussian. In particular, from [15, Lemma 9] , it follows that each is a sub-Gaussian random variable with sub-Gaussian norm , where is an absolute constant.
In order to obtain a concentration bound for , we require the following important theorem regarding sums of squares of sub-Gaussian random variables.
Theorem A.1 [15] : Let be independent sub-Gaussian random variables with sub-Gaussian norms for all . Let . is an independent Gaussian random variable with zero mean and unit variance. After switching the order of the summations and observing that where is the trace operator, we have . Having established the point of concentration for , let us now compute the probability that . Since , this is equivalent to the condition that . We again apply Theorem A.1 to establish a concentration result. To do so, note that each is a subGaussian random variable with the same sub-Gaussian norm ; because these variables are Gaussian with unit variance, it is also known [15] 
Fix a subset of the time domain with . Let be a subset of size of the frequency domain generated uniformly at random. Then with probability at least , every signal supported on in the frequency domain has most of its energy in the time domain outside of . In particular,
, where denotes the restriction of to the support .
Proof of Theorem V.1: First, observe that and . Next, apply Theorem C.2 with and , being careful to select a value for such that (14) is satisfied. In particular, we require and This is satisfied if we choose (15) Choosing any satisfying (15), we have that with failure probability at most for each , implying that each block individually is favorable. Taking a union bound for all to cover each block, we have that with total failure probability at most .
Thus with this same failure probability, . Combining with (15) and using the fact that , we thus have APPENDIX D PROOF OF LEMMA V.1
Proof: Let be the matrix as defined in (6) . Without loss of generality, we suppose the nonzero eigenvalues of are sorted in order of decreasing magnitude, and we let and . We can lower bound in terms of these extremal eigenvalues by writing (16) Assume that , and let us define the following events:
These events satisfy , where the last relation follows from (16 , we see that . Finally, the fact that follows from (9).
